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Abstract 
Islamic Bank has interesting gamble because of its Sharia-consistence standards. Two 

of dangers realized in Islamic Banking are legitimate gamble and sharia risk. This 

paper plans to make sense of the legitimate gamble and sharia risk looked by Islamic 

Banking in Indonesia. In addition, this paper likewise will talk about the reason for 
these dangers and its relief technique utilizing Shariah Administration idea. This paper 

involving writing studies from past examination and existing guideline in Indonesia. 

This exploration shows that Islamic Banking in Indonesia has one of a kind legitimate 

dangers and sharia risk because of its adherence to a double regulation framework: 

shariah regulation and public regulation. There are a few reasons for lawful gamble 

and sharia risk in Islamic Banking in Indonesia, for example, absence of supporting 

overall set of laws and guideline, absence of normalization contract in Islamic 

Banking, and absence of Court Frameworks to determine Islamic Financial's concern. 

Also, there are a few issues on the item improvement process in Islamic Bank. 

Furthermore, this paper investigates the job of Shariah Administration, for example, 

Sharia Administrative Body and Public Shariah Board as an answer for address the 

issue coming from lawful gamble and sharia risk.
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1. Introduction 
Islamic Banking has particular qualities from their regular partners because of its consistence with Shari'ah guideline, got from 

Islamic Regulation sources in Al-Qur'an, Sunnah, and Hadits. Since its personality is special, the Islamic Bank likewise has a 

marginally unexpected gamble in comparison to those in a regular bank. One of the critical dangers is legitimate gamble, which 

will emerge when the Islamic bank contract is unenforceable due to resistance with the nation's regulation and guideline. Since 

the Islamic Financial agreement involves Islamic Regulation as the wellspring of regulation, it is conceivable there will be a 

condition where shariah rules clashing with the regulations and guidelines in the working nations, subsequently make the lawful 

gamble. Also, the legitimate gamble might be clashing with sharia risk, where the agreement is rebelliousness with sharia 

principle.1 Past exploration by Djojosugito (2008) brings up the lawful gamble looked by Islamic Banking because of the 

guideline that not completely obliged Sharia prerequisites in Islamic Banking. At the point when a legitimate rule makes the 

bank ought to forfeit the shariah viewpoint, it can hurt the sharia soul in Islamic Banking.2 1 K. Balz, Sharia Chance. How 

Islamic Money Has Changed Islamic Muslim larger part country, has been giving the administrative systems to the activity of 

Islamic Bank. Starting around 1992, Act Number 7 of 1992 of Banking has permitted the keep money with benefit sharing 
guideline worked in Indonesia. Besides, its correction in Act Number 10 of 1998 empowers bank activity in view of Shariah 

guideline. At last, the Law Number 21 of 2008 concerning Islamic Banking gave in 2008 gave explicit guideline to Islamic 

Banking in Indonesia. Be that as it may, the current guideline isn't adequate to oblige Islamic Financial's need. The unbending 

person of Common Regulation framework in Indonesia makes a proviso in the Islamic Financial guideline, where the exchanges 

perspective in Islamic Banking has not been obliged at this point in the current guidelines. Hence, this situation might cause a 

contention between legitimate interest and shariah interest. This paper investigates the degree of lawful gamble and shariah risk 

in Islamic Financial practice in Indonesia and the Shariah Administration perspective, which can forestall those dangers, 

especially in Indonesia. This paper will depict the lawful gamble and shariah risk in Islamic Banking and how appropriate 

Shariah Administration can resolve this issue. This article, first and foremost, will depict the legitimate gamble and shariah risk  
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Government job in guideline and the contribution of 

legitimate establishment. 

The examination philosophy of this paper is doctrinal 

legitimate exploration approach. Doctrinal examination is 

research which gives a deliberate work of the standards 

overseeing a specific lawful classification, investigations the 

connection between rules, makes sense of areas of trouble 

and, maybe, predicts future turns of events. 3 This approach 

is utilized to recognize legitimate gamble and sharia risk in 

Islamic Banking through writing investigation of existing 

articles or diaries about this point. Also, this paper see how 
adequate the current guideline about Islamic Banking in 

Indonesia to forestall lawful gamble and shariah risk. 

Moreover, this paper expects to concentrate on whether 

Indonesia has the appropriate Shariah Administration 

framework to forestall those dangers. 

 

2. Conversation 

2.1. Risk the executives in Islamic Banking 
The supportability of monetary associations relies upon their 

gamble the board. Risk the executives is an interaction to 

recognize, evaluate, comprehend, and control the gamble 

looked by a monetary institution.4 Islamic Banking, similar 

to some other monetary establishment, has its own gamble. 

There are two sorts of chance looked by Islamic Banking. The 

primary sort of chance is like the traditional banks, while the 

subsequent kind is the interesting gamble because of its 

consistence with Shari'ah standard. Also, Khan and Ahmed 

(2001) separated the exceptional gamble into two classes: 
monetary gamble (counting market hazard and credit risk) 

and non-monetary gamble (comprise of functional gamble, 

administrative gamble, and legitimate risk).5 In this way, risk 

the executives is significant for the improvement of the 

Islamic Financial industry. One of Islamic Financial's 

essential concern is a functional gamble, which is the gamble 

coming about because of deficient or bombed interior cycles, 

individuals and frameworks, or outer factors.6 Djojosugito 

(2008) incorporates the legitimate gamble and shariah hazard 

to the functional risk.7 Islamic Brokers see functional gamble 

as perhaps of the main gamble 8 since it assumes a 

fundamental part in banks' profitability.9 A few monetary 

establishments bear huge misfortunes because of absence of 

functional gamble management.10 In this manner, both 

lawful gamble and sharia risk as functional dangers need 

further consideration in risk the executives. 

 

2.2. Legitimate Gamble in Islamic Banking 
Legitimate gamble is the gamble in the enforceability of a 

monetary agreement or the lawfulness of monetary 

instruments that are impacted by regulation and guideline 

connected with the agreement and transaction.11 It could be 

brought about by outer factors like vulnerability parents in 

law and guidelines, or interior elements in the bank, like 

extortion or infringement of regulation and guideline. 

Legitimate dangers likewise can be considered as a piece of 

the functional gamble. Since Islamic Banking has novel 

nature because of its adherence to shariah rule, it is presented 

to a specific legitimate gamble. Islamic banks face legitimate 

dangers because of the distinctions between standards of 

Shariah and regulation. Albeit Islamic Bank is obliged to 

consent to shariah guideline, the law controlling Islamic 

Banking isn't completely obliged Shariah necessity. Thusly, 

on account of contention, in some cases the execution of 
Shari'ah standard at the agreement might should be 

compromised because of impediment from the lawful and 

administrative system in which Islamic Banking is worked. 

 

2.3. Sharia Hazard in Islamic Banking 
Shari'ah risk is one of the one of a kind functional dangers of 

IB. Sharia risk is the gamble where the agreement is void for 

being invalid due to resistance with Islamic law.13 There are 

two classifications of the Shari'ah risk: risk because of 

various norm of agreements in various wards and the gamble 

because of the inability to follow Shari'ah rules.14 The main 

kind of shariah risk is connected with the legitimate gamble, 
while the second sort of Shari'ah risk emerges from the 

disappointment of Islamic Banking to consent to the Sharī'ah 

rules not set in stone by its Sharī'ah board.15 Shari'ah hazard 

might prompt legitimate gamble; for example, the Islamic 

Bank that cases its item complies to shariah necessity yet 

neglected to consent might confront a claim from partners 

that request the satisfaction of its claim.16 Besides, Shari'ah 

risk is firmly interrelated with reputational risk. Reputational 

risk is the consequence of reckless activities or botch 

Between Legitimate Gamble and Sharia Chance in Islamic 

Banking: How Shariah Administration Address the Issue 

conduct that hurts clients' confidence in Islamic Banking.17 

Reputational is fundamental for Islamic Bank as the 

developing business that depends on client trust. For Islamic 

banks, the outcomes can be unsafe since their whole tasks' 

trustworthiness can be sketchy on the off chance that its 

training not as per Sharia.18 Accordingly, Islamic Banks' 

failure to consents to Shari'ah standards can harm client 
trust,19 consequently cause reputational risk.20 Item or 

exchange that disregards the shari'ah rule might hurt Islamic 

Banking in short-run and long-run. In short-run, sharia 

rebelliousness exchange can influence the productivity of the 

bank21 since the pay got from such exchange will be 

considered as non-reasonable pay. Additionally, Chapra and 

Ahmed's exploration shows that most Islamic Financial 

contributors would move to another bank assuming their 

bank disregards shari'ah principle.22 In this manner, sharia 

resistance exercises might make liquidity issues due store 

withdrawal, influencing monetary instability.23 In lengthy 

run, Shari'ah rebelliousness item might make notoriety 

risk.24 Assuming the Islamic Bank can't keep up with client 

assumption to consent to Shari'ah, it will cause notoriety risk 

on the grounds that the client lost trust in the organization's 

integrity.25 The standing of Islamic Banking is significant on 

the grounds that it is related with the bank's higher 
productivity and maintainability, accordingly influencing 

individuals' choice to pick the banks.26 Besides, notoriety 

risk in an Islamic Banking can hurt other Islamic financial 

organizations' notorieties. Since Islamic monetary 

administrations is a moderately youthful industry, a solitary 

disappointment of Islamic Banking Between Legitimate 

Gamble and Sharia Hazard in Islamic Banking: How Shariah 

Administration Address the Problem93 Diponegoro 

Regulation Survey, April 2022, Volume 07, Number 01 can 

hurt the others' standing, in this way influence the drawn out 

respectability and development of the industry.27 It tends to 

be presumed that Shari'ah rebelliousness chance could be an 

extreme gamble that will influence the benefit and notoriety, 

hence hurt the maintainability of Islamic Banking.  

 

2.4. Legitimate Gamble and Shariah Chance in Islamic 

Banking in Indonesia 
As examined above, Islamic Banking might be presented to a 
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few functional dangers, for example, lawful gamble and 

shariah risk. There are a few reasons for legitimate gamble 

and shariah risk in Islamic Banking: 

 

2.4.1. Absence of help from overall set of laws and 

guideline 
The components that help the overall set of laws are called 

legitimate framework, which comprises of the guideline and 

regulation that characterize the conventional standards, the 

controller who makes and oversees the law's application, and 

the court's framework to authorize the actual law. In the 
Islamic Financial industry, not all nations have legitimate 

foundation that recognizes and acknowledges Sharia 

regulation. Practically all Muslim nations took on Western 

overall set of laws. In particular, ex-English provinces have 

taken on the English precedent-based regulation framework, 

while the ex-French settlements embraced the common 

regulation system.28 Subsequently, most Islamic banks need 

to work inside the regular Western overall sets of laws, either 

thoughtful regulation or customary regulation, which most 

Muslim nations have taken on one or the other because of 

colonization or impersonation. Sadly, both general set of laws 

doesn't completely adjust to the Islamic worth. Their overall 

sets of laws and guideline don't have explicit guideline that 

upholds the interesting elements of Islamic monetary items. 

Besides, legitimate dangers show up because of lawful 

vulnerability, either in guideline or legitimate activity. 

Legitimate vulnerability will cause the law understanding of 

certain exchanges are not adhering to sharia guideline. 
Despite the fact that Islamic Banking is perceived in 

numerous purviews, not all nations recognize and 

acknowledge Islamic Regulation (Shari'ah). Contrasted with 

its regular partner, the advancement of Islamic Financial 

regulations are in early period. Presently, most 

Islamic banks should work in a customary lawful climate. As 

the effect, a few parts of Islamic Banking are not obliged by 

regulations, particularly those connected with Islamic 

Banking's functional aspects.29 

Diponegoro Regulation Audit, April 2022, Volume 07, 

Number 01 moreover, shariah regulation should be the 

directing regulation in the Islamic Financial agreement. 

Nonetheless, there might be plausible that Islamic Banking 

can't completely apply the shariah standard in its agreement 

or exchange because of the contention between shariah 

regulation and directing regulation in the country. In systems 

where Islam isn't the state confidence, the issue might emerge 
when Shariah clashes with the nation's regulations. Albeit 

Islamic Financial agreements are made utilizing shariah 

standards, it is established in the legitimate climate which 

exceptionally upheld customary bank activity. At times, 

regardless of whether people consent to utilize Islamic 

agreements, the regulations and courts may not decipher and 

uphold the Islamic Banking contracts.30 Hence, now and 

again, the ideal execution of Shari'ah guideline might should 

be compromised because of impediments from ordinary 

legitimate and administrative structure in which Islamic Bank 

is worked. For Indonesia's situation, this nation utilizes 

common regulation framework because of Netherland's long 

history of colonialization. The common regulation 

framework underlines the codification of regulations and 

composed regulation. This framework directs that lower-

level regulations/guidelines can't go against more significant 

level regulations/regulations.31 This kind of general set of 
laws rule out the advancement or improvement of regulation 

because of its unbending nature. As per, Islamic Financial 

who works in a country with an unbending common 

regulation framework has a higher likelihood of having 

legitimate issues than in a country with a custom-based 

regulation system.32 For example, in Indonesia, the Islamic 

Financial regulation is just directed general terms yet no 

further insights about methods of Islamic financing.33 This 

might cause a two sided deal for Islamic Financial industry. 

On one side, Islamic banks have the opportunity to 

make different Islamic agreements. On the opposite side, 

absence of particulars regulation causes vulnerability and 
builds the lawful risks.34 likewise, the requirement of Islamic 

Contacts is depends of the understanding of the courts. 

Hence, the detail codification for Islamic Financial directing 

different method of monetary exchanges is essential.35 This 

is on the grounds that the inaccessibility of Islamic 

agreements codification might be taking a chance with 

Islamic Bank because of error of Islamic agreement 95 

Diponegoro Regulation Survey, April 2022, Volume 07, 

Number 01 utilizing common code.36 Subsequently, in 

purviews where common and strict regulation applied, public 

strategy assumes a significant part in guaranteeing that 

financial exercises consent to Sharia principles.37 In any 

case, some of the time measure of guidelines concerning 

sharia banking oversight don't necessarily ensure legitimate 

conviction in that frame of mind of obligations and banking 

administrative bodies in the administration of banking 

establishments and business activities.38 Islamic Banking in 

Indonesia has confronted a few issues in regards to the its 
lawful viewpoints. The greater part of the guidelines on 

Islamic Financial exchange isn't directed in Islamic Bank 

Regulation. For example, Regulation No. Long term 1998 of 

Banking isn't far reaching and just covers Islamic financial's 

principal components, subsequently barring significant parts 

of Islamic monetary transactions.39 In additional turn of 

events, the LawNo. Long term 2008 of Islamic Banking, 

which is a more thorough regulation, is established. In any 

case, the meaning of item is restricted as characterized in this 

regulation. The unbending meaning of Islamic Financial 

agreement causes the constraint in item advancement 

progress in Islamic Bank. For the most part, when an Islamic 

establishment needs to make another item or agreement that 

doesn't as yet exist, they request Fatwa (legitimate 

assessment) from Public Sharia Board (Dewan Syariah 

Nasional, DSN) MUI. Nonetheless, the Public Shariah 

Board's fatwa must be completely executed and restricting 
the Islamic Monetary Establishment when embraced into the 

regulation.This is on the grounds that DSN MUI is neither a 

state substance nor an administration institution.40 

Additionally, albeit Islamic Bank can request the fatwa from 

Shariah Public Board for the new item, the fatwa from 

Shariah Public Board can't be against the Islamic Financial 

Regulation as the higher guideline, and not so strong and 

restricting as the Islamic Banking Law.41 

 

2.4.2. Absence of normalization contract 
The exceptional idea of Islamic regulation might make 

vulnerability in Islamic Financial agreement. While the 

Customary regulation law was created via point of reference 

and the Common regulation by 96 Diponegoro Regulation 

Survey, April 2022, Volume 07, Number 01 method of 

codification, the Islamic law was created via Islamic 

scholars.42 
Subsequently, because of different translations about fiqh 
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(mahzab) of Muslim researchers on Islamic Financial aspects 

industry, it might make lawful vulnerability. Furthermore, 

once in a while the guideline in ordinary regulation can't 

completely oblige the shariah-consistence necessity. The 

legitimate vulnerability may 

emerge because of the failure of public regulation to oblige 

Islamic regulation completely. The vulnerability might bring 

about various understandings of certain exchanges that may 

not be in accordance with Shariah's expectation. 

Besides, the shortfall of unmistakable and normalized 

agreement in Islamic Financial instrument can create the 
trustworthiness and legitimateness of the entire tasks of 

Islamic Banking can be questionable.43 likewise, contracts 

without specific principles might make Islamic Banking get 

a gamble because of the agreements' unenforceable. Hence, a 

few exchanges may be considered unlawful by regulation 

despite the fact that Shariah permits such transactions.44 

furthermore, no systematized Islamic Financial structure 

caused the lawful vulnerability in question goal, in light of 

the fact that the agreement is available to interpretation.45 

Thusly, it very well may be reasoned that Islamic Bank has 

gambles with connected with the Islamic agreement and its 

requirement power. Since there is no specific direction for 

Islamic financial agreements, Islamic banks make the item 

and agreements as indicated by how they might interpret the 

Sharī'ah, the nearby regulations, and their requirements and 

concerns.46 

 

2.4.3. Absence of Court Frameworks to Determine 
Islamic Financial issue 
The inaccessibility of the court that can determine the Islamic 

agreements' implementation additionally increments 

legitimate gamble in Islamic agreements. While shari'ah 

regulation should be administering regulation to determine 

the debate on Islamic Banking, the courts in many locales 

utilize Western business law.47 what's more, as per 

Djojosugito, Judges in non-Shariah court are not fit for 

conveying decisions connected with Shariah since they are 

seldom get appropriate preparation in Shariah. Subsequently, 

it is conceivable that the Adjudicator's choice not mirror the 

Shariah standards. 

Assuming there is a contention between the shariah 

regulation and public regulation there is basically the 

likelihood that a defaulting party can attempt to dodge his 

obligations by guaranteeing rebelliousness with Shari'ah. In 

addition, the shortfall of any state association makes it more 
hard to force Islamic Financial exchanges and agreements on 

account of debates. Accordingly, this might cause the 

gatherings in exchange try not to involve Islamic regulation 

in agreements to block the legitimate vulnerability in Islamic 

agreement law.48 Luckily, in Indonesia, there are explicit 

court that in control for the question on Islamic Monetary 

Organization, specifically Strict Court. Article 49 of 

Regulation Number 3 of 2006 on Strict Court and Article 55 

section (1) of Regulation Number 21 of 2008 give the 

outright power to the Strict Court to deal with the case on 

Islamic Monetary debate. Be that as it may, the execution of 

this condition actually need practice. Not all appointed 

authorities in Strict Court dominating the subjects of Islamic 

Agreement Regulation. For example, Harahab (2008) 

research shows that Appointed authorities of Strict Courts in 

DI Yogyakarta isn't prepared to tackle Islamic Financial cases 

because of the absence of human examination that proficient 
in that field.49 

 

2.4.4. Issues on the Item Improvement Cycle in Islamic 

Bank 
Before gave an Islamic item or agreement, the consistence 

division on Islamic Monetary Establishment needs to 

comprehend the ramifications of the regulations and 

guidelines of the country on the Islamic mode utilized in an 

item. From an outer component, there is a legitimate and 

administrative necessity that influences Islamic products.50 

As a piece of the corporate administration framework, 

Shariah administration impacted by the current guideline in 
activity country.51 Nonetheless, some of the time the 

divergence of regulations/guidelines at the public level and 

the Islamic regulation involved at the item level can cause 

circumstances in which the last option isn't viable with the 

former.52 In such cases, the modes in the potential set that 

don't adjust to public regulations and rules can't be utilized in 

creating items. Subsequently, to defeat such outer limitations, 

at times the Islamic Monetary Establishment need to change 

the items to consistence with the regulations and Between 

Legitimate Gamble and Sharia Hazard in Islamic Banking: 

How Shariah Administration Address the Issue 98 

Diponegoro Regulation Survey, April 2022, Volume 07, 

Number 01 guidelines in working countries.53 This can cause 

the Islamic spirits on Islamic Financial items forfeited 

because of the severe principles on the country.54 

Subsequently, prior to giving the Islamic Financial item, the 

firm requirements to comprehend the ramifications of the 

nation's regulations and guidelines on the Islamic mode 
utilized in an item. 

 

2.5. Shariah Administration as Moderation Methodology 

to Defeat Lawful Gamble and Sharia Hazard 
An administrative system for banking is fundamental to give 

a good climate to modern development and improvement, as 

well as generally speaking monetary area soundness. This is 

especially important for Islamic Banking, where there are 

different kinds of speculations that are mind boggling and 

should follow sharia guidelines and ceaseless development 

and the ramifications of the dangers implied. The 

accessibility of fitting guidelines will add to further 

developed direction and management, expanded viability of 

money related and credit approaches, and framework 

steadiness and security nets.55 As of now, public Islamic 

Banking is expected to apply worldwide banking 

administrative principles to partake at the global level. 
Notwithstanding, guidelines that are too severe and thorough 

can misfire. Over-guideline can increment consistence costs 

and impede development and imagination. The compromise 

among strength and effectiveness ought to get sufficient 

consideration, taking into account the Islamic Financial 

industry is still little and needing huge growth.56 Besides, to 

resolve issue that examined in past area, Islamic Bank needs 

to streamline the job of Good Corporate Administration, all 

the more explicitly, Sharia Administration. Great Corporate 

Administration is the framework which is important to keep 

up with the manageability of the business.57 In the mean 

time, shariah administration is a supplement to the current 

great corporate administration framework. Its primary 

capability is to guarantee sharia consistence of all Islamic 

Foundation 53 Ahmed, "Islamic Banking and Shari'ah 

Consistence: An Item Improvement Viewpoint." 54 Habib 

Ahmed, "Shari'ah Administration Systems for Islamic 
Money: Types and Evaluation - I Regimi Di Administration 
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Conformi Alla Shari'ah Nella Finanza Islamica: Tipologia e 

Valutazione," Economia Internazionale 99 Diponegoro 

Regulation Survey, April 2022, Volume 07, Number 01 

exercises, both before the exchange (ex-risk) and after the 

exchange (ex-post). administration framework is required by 

Islamic Monetary Foundation to encourage trust from 

partners and people in general by and large, and to guarantee 

that all practices and exercises completed in this 

establishment are as per sharia. Furthermore, appropriate 

sharia administration framework is additionally expected to 

keep away from the event of Sharia risk.59 The sharia 
administration model is unique in relation to every country. 

This happens because of contrasts in administrative structures 

that administer the sharia administration framework in each 

jurisdiction.60 Ahmed distinguished four sorts of Shari'ah 

administration system, specifically legitimate development, 

hearty Shari'ah administration, aloof Shari'ah administration, 

and market-driven.61 In the lawfully built system, shari'ah 

not entirely set in stone by guideline, yet no Shari'ah Board 

at public or hierarchical levels. In powerful Shari'ah 

administration, the nation has a guideline to help the Islamic 

Financial industry and a functioning Shari'ah administration 

framework both at public and hierarchical levels. A country 

with a latent Shari'ah administration system has Islamic 

Financial guidelines, yet the Shari'ah administration at public 

level is detached. Be that as it may, they have dynamic Sharia 

Administrative Body at authoritative level. In market-driven 

system, there are no particular administrative structure or 

public body for Islamic banks. Shari'ah administration 
framework is selfregulated by Islamic banks.62 The issues of 

shariah execution in Islamic Banking normally happens in 

nations without administrative oversight (that either has the 

detached Shari'ah administration or market-driven systems). 

In this manner, a structure for Sharia administration as 

regulations/guidelines which is likewise upheld by a public 

Sharia oversight system is fundamental. The Sharia 

administration system will safeguard the interests of the 

sharia business. Consequently, shariah administration as 

administrative system in both authoritative and institutional 

level is significant for item improvement in Islamic Banking. 

Reasonable administrative structure for Islamic Financial 

will facilitate the making of Shari'ah consistent items and 

limit the dangers emerging from Shari'ah standards in 

banking operations.63 58 Ali Rama, "Analisis Kerangka 

Regulasi Model Syariah Administration Lembaga Keuangan 

Syariah Di Indonesia," Diary of Islamic Financial matters 
Lariba 100 Diponegoro Regulation Survey, April 2022, 

Volume 07, Number 01 At the public level, the administrative 

system's job is fundamental to guarantee that Islamic banks 

exercises consent to the Shari'ah guideline. Also, the 

weakening of Shari'ah standards is probably going to happen 

in nations without Shari'ah administrative system, as in the 

country with aloof Shari'ah administration or market-driven 

regimes.64 In authoritative level, there is the chance of 

grinding between Shari'ah consistence and monetary 

incentive.65 The Public Sharia Board have obligation to 

taking care of issues connected with Sharia/fiqh fatwas, 

blending Sharia translations, and guaranteeing banking 

foundation consistence with Sharia standards. Furthermore, 

the Public Sharia Board can likewise diminish legitimate 

dangers via completing its job in giving fatwas to banking 

items as per sharia. Consequently, this job will fabricate 

endlessly trust among partners and guarantee the business' 
drawn out maintainability and growth.66 Besides, in 

institutional level, Shari'ah Administrative Board (SSB), 

which contains Islamic researchers, plays a fundamental part 

in protecting the Shari'ah viewpoints in item and the activity 

of Islamic bank. This SSB comprises of Shariah counsels 

who are utilized by monetary establishments and go about as 

inner administrative bodies inside the association, 

consequently expanding foundation's believability, and 

fortifying their Islamic credentials.67 

 Especially in Islamic item, SSB is dependable as a watchman 

to guaranteeing the consistence of item with the Shari'ah 

standards and goal before its deliveries to the buyer. The job 
of SSB is fundamentals in Shariah Administration endorsing 

Shari'ah-consistent items and keeping away from pseudo-

Islamic items, accordingly keep away from the items that can 

possibly make legitimate gamble or sharia risk. Indonesia as 

of now has the strong Shari'ah administration system. 

Indonesia has explicit Demonstration which is controls 

Islamic Banking, to be specific Regulation Number 21 of 

2008 on Islamic Banking. Likewise, Indonesia additionally 

have Public Shari'ah Board (Dewan Sharia Nasional or DSN) 

as an autonomous body. All new items coming to the market 

should be supported by this ational Shari'ah body. Public 

Sharia Board (Dewan Syariah Nasional/DPS) MUI have a 

few capability, for example, make Fatwa (lawful assessment) 

on Sharia Financial and give proposal for Sharia 

Administrative Body (Dewan Pengawas Syariah/DPS) to be 

selected on Islamic Monetary 64 Ahmed, "Chance 

Administration Evaluation Frameworks: An Application To 

Islamic Banks." 65 Ahmed, "Islamic Banking and Shari'ah 
Consistence : An Item Improvement Viewpoint." 

66 Ahmed, "Islamic Regulation, Flexibility And Monetary 

Turn of events." 

67 Hussain G. Rammal, "The Significance of Shari'ah 

Management in Islamic Monetary Establishments," 

Corporate 

Possession and Control 3, no. 3 B (2006): 204-208. 

 

Between Legitimate Gamble and Sharia Hazard in Islamic 

Banking: How Shariah Administration Address the Issue 101 

Diponegoro Regulation Survey, April 2022, Volume 07, 

Number 01 Insititutions.68 In view of reports from DPS at 

each Islamic monetary foundation, DSN MUI can give an 

admonition in the event that the organization being referred 

to veers off from the laid out rules. In the event that the 

Islamic foundation doesn't comply with the advance notice, 

DSN MUI can present a suggestion to n approved 
establishment, like Bank Indonesia and the Service of 

Money, to force sanctions.69 Besides, one of the recognized 

quality of Islamic Financial organization obliged them to 

have Sharia Administrative Body in every foundation. In 

Indonesia, DPS as Sharia Administrative Body is accountable 

for overseeing all bank ctivities to continuously as per sharia 

standards. As such, DPS is liable for the items and 

administrations proposed to the general population to agree 

with Sharia standards. Bank Indonesia further specified that 

DPS participation should get a proposal from the DSN laid 

out by the Indonesian Ulema Council.70 In the sharia 

administration framework, the Sharia Administrative Body 

assumes a significant part during the time spent oversight, 

checking, examining, and giving conclusions on Sharia 

consistence to monetary foundations or organizations that 

offer sharia items and administrations. Particularly, the job of 

SSB is significant in pre-exchange (ex-bet) process by issue 
lawful assessment on formation of Islamic Banking 
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product.71 Subsequently, they play part to forestall the sharia 

risk and legitimate gamble. Thusly, there is a smart technique 

to moderate lawful gamble and shariah risk by involving 

Shariah Administration in inner and outside of Islamic 

Financial tasks a. From inner of Islamic Bank, the legitimate 

gamble should be forestalled by planning appropriate record, 

following guideline, and lawful gamble review that 

involveslawyer. In addition, Ahmed (2006) recommended 

that in country without Islamic courts, the gatherings ought 

to remember decision of-regulation and debate settlement 

statements for the Islamic agreements. There are two chance 
choice in such case. To start with, by involving Sharia as the 

material regulation since the authenticity of Islamic monetary 

agreements should be founded on Sharia standards. Thus, the 

agreement should incorporate a provision which expresses 

that in the event that there is a question, Islamic regulation 

will be utilized. The subsequent methodology is by utilizing 

decision of regulation public regulation to determine 

questions. In this methodology, condition of debate goal 

should be 68 Barlinti and Dewi, "Should Public Shariah 

Board Be Rebuilt to Support the Improvement Monetary 

Shariah in Indonesia." 

 

3. Conclusion 
Islamic Banking is supposed to satisfy the consistence with 

the shariah rules as its recognize character. Nonetheless, there 

is plausible of contention between the legitimate and Sharia 

rule rules in Islamic Bank execution, which will cause either 

lawful gamble or shariah risk. The two dangers is essential 
since it has serious effect, which may harming notoriety and 

can make fundamental gamble which hurts the entire the 

business. The job of Shariah Administrative Body is 

fundamental to guarantee the item is completely conform to 

both lawful guideline and shariah standard. In any case, 

Shari'ah administration at the hierarchical level isn't adequate 

to oversee and moderate generally Shari'ah risk. Foundation 

of a corresponding Shari'ah oversight system at the 

administrative level is likewise expected to achieve the more 

extensive Shari'ah necessities of the business, limit the 

standing and lawful dangers, consequently guarantee the 

soundness of the area. The technique to alleviate legitimate 

gamble and shariah risk in Islamic financial activities can 

utilize inward and outer methodologies. From inner, the 

legitimate gamble is forestalled by including a legal 

counselor 72 Ahmed, "Islamic Regulation, Flexibility And 

Monetary Turn of events." 73 On the same page. Between 
Legitimate Gamble and Sharia Chance in Islamic Banking: 

How Shariah Administration Address the Issue 103 

Diponegoro Regulation Audit, April 2022, Volume 07, 

Number 01 to guarantee item consistence with the guideline. 

In the interim, the job of the Sharia Administrative Body is 

crucial for channel non-sharia-consistence agreements or 

items. From outside factors, the public authority should give 

a guideline that works with question goal. Islamic question 

goal foundations or courts ought to figure out the sharia part 

of the agreement. Likewise, codification of Islamic Financial 

regulation additionally fundamental for decided as the rules 

for question goal in court. 
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